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1. Publishable summary  
 
LiWA – Living Web Archives 

The Web today plays a crucial role in our information society: it provides information and services 
for seemingly all domains and reflects all types of events, opinions, and developments within 
society, science, politics, environment, business, etc.  Due to the central role played by the World 
Wide Web in today's life, its continuous growth and its change rate, adequate Web archiving has 
become a cultural necessity in preserving knowledge. Consequently, a strong growing interest in 
Web archiving library and archival organizations as well as emerging industrial services can be 
observed.  

However, web preservation is a very challenging task. In addition to the “usual” challenges of 
digital preservation (media decay, technological obsolescence, authenticity and integrity issues, 
etc.), web preservation has its own unique difficulties:  

• distribution and temporal properties of online content, with unpredictable aspects such as 
transient unavailability, 

• rapidly evolving publishing and encoding technologies, which challenge the ability to capture 
web content in an authentic and meaningful way that guarantees long-term preservation and 
interpretability, 

• the huge number of actors (organizations and individuals) contributing to the web, and the wide 
variety of needs that web content preservation will have to serve. 

The focus of the European funded project LiWA (IST FP7 216267) has been to address these 
obstacles and create innovative methods and services for Web content capture, preservation, 
analysis and enrichment. 

 
Project Objectives 

The LiWA project, which started in February 2008 headed up by the L3S Research Center at the 
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz University Hannover (LUH), brings together a consortium of highly 
qualified researchers (LUH, Max Planck Society, Hungarian Academy of Science), industrial users 
(European Archive, Hanzo Archives), and archiving organizations (Sound and Vision, National 
Library of the Czech Republic, Moravian Library). The goal underlying the entire project has been 
to transform Web archives from pure Web page storages into “Living Web Archives”. In order to 
create these Living Web Archives, the LiWA project has addressed R&D challenges in the three 
areas: Archive Fidelity, Archive coherence and Archive interpretability:  

• Archive Fidelity: development of effective approaches and methods for capturing all types of 
Web content including the Hidden and Social Web content, for detecting capturing traps as well 
as for filtering out Web spam and other types of noise in the Web capturing process.  

• Archive Coherence:  development of methods for dealing with issues of temporal Web 
archive construction, for identifying, analysing and repairing temporal gaps as well as methods 
for enabling  consistent Web archive federation to foster synergies between Web archiving 
stakeholders; 

• Archive Interpretability: development of methods for ensuring the accessibility, and long-term 
usability of Web archives, especially taking into account evolution in terminology and 
conceptualization of a domain;  

The results of the project have been demonstrated within two application scenarios namely 
“Streaming Archive” and “Social Web Archive”. The Streaming Archive application showcases the 
building of an audio-visual Web archive and how audio and video broadcast related web 
information can be preserved.  The Social Web application demonstrates how web archives can 
capture the dynamics and the different types of user interaction of the social web. 
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Work completed after Year 3 

At the end of Year 3 and the conclusion of the project,  the consortium has further improved its 
method for handling rich and complex web content, data cleansing and noise filtering, the 
coherence of web crawls and the detection of terminology evolution. The developments were 
driven by the user requirements collected in the first year and the evaluation results of the 
application mock-ups. In the following, the major achievements are presented in more detail. 

 

Capture of Rich and Complex Web content 

The aim of this working area has been to improve dramatically the fidelity of Web archives by 
enabling capture of content defeating previous Web capture tools. This comprises the ability to find 
links to resources regardless of the encoding by using execution/rendering rather than parsing of 
pages. The first two years of the project have enabled the successful development of a technology 
that is now operational at two of the LiWA partner organisations (Hanzo and EA). Evaluations in 
the third project year have shown significant improvements in the quality of the crawls. 

For video capture, it is necessary to handle streaming protocols. To capture rich media Web sites, 
the crawlers (Hanzo’s and Heritrix) were de-coupled from the identification and retrieval of streams 
and then moved to a distributed architecture where crawlers communicated with stream harvester, 
developed in the project, through messages. A detailed evaluation show that more than 80% of the 
total number of video files were successfully retrieved by the new media-capturing module for the 
currently most common streaming protocol (RTMP). 

Since the beginning of the project, LiWA had identified the need to orchestrate various methods 
and tools under the name of an ‘adversarial module’. The idea is to select the collection method for 
any given item in the crawler’s queue using rules in order to maximize crawl quality and speed. A 
rule and pipeline based mechanism has been implemented for the Hanzo and EA crawlers. 

For the web archivist APIs provide access to data not otherwise accessible, richer metadata, event 
triggers and sometimes better link discovery for the web content. As part of the LIWA project the 
Hanzo crawler has been enhanced with a number of features allowing it to explore and archive the 
APIs of websites.   

 

Data Cleansing and Noise Filtering 

Partly as a result of the ECML/PKDD 2010 Discovery Challenge the classification procedure has 
been revised. LiWA’s solution is based on ensemble selection, an overproduce and choose 
method allowing the use of large collections of diverse classifiers, central in the LiWA filtering 
technology. Its advantages over previously published methods include optimization to any 
performance metric and refinements to prevent overfitting, the latter being unarguably important 
when more classifiers are available for selection. 

With respect to features we propose a new temporal link similarity based features and show how to 
compute them efficiently on large graphs. We published a temporal feature research data set 
based on ten UbiCrawler crawl snapshots of the .uk domain between August 2006 and May 2007 
and use the WEBSPAM-UK2006 and WEBSPAM-UK2007 labels. 

Finally, a major activity in the final project year was the integration of the technologies in the 
Internet Memory crawl-time filtering procedure. The main goal was to filter the crawl after gathering 
a small sample of pages from a yet unseen host. A “preparatory” module takes a batch of hosts 
marked as “not sampled” from the database and sends it to the “sampling” crawlers. Sampling 
crawlers are configured to gather the sample information needed by the spam classifier. When the 
crawler is done working, the “monitor” script takes the resulted ARC files, sends them to the spam 
classifier and then updates the database with the results. 
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Archive Coherence 

In the third project year we optimized the crawling for an archive that can be viewed as a precise 
representation of a Web site as of a single timepoint. We make the realistic assumption that the 
Web site provides incorrect dating of the Web pages and therefore the crawler visit every page of 
the site twice: the first visit to fetch the page, and the revisit to test if the page is coherent (i.e., did 
not change). A schedule assigns visit and revisit positions to each page. We require that all visits 
are before any revisits. Therefore, the visit-revisit intervals of all pages must have a non-empty 
intersection for which, in the ideal case, all pages are collectively coherent as of the same 
timepoint. However, as total sharpness of an entire site capture is often not feasible at all, our 
developed technique SOLAR (Scheduling of Downloads for Archiving of Web Sites) aims to 
maximize the number of sharp pages in a site capture by judicious scheduling of visit-revisit 
intervals based on estimated confidence intervals for the absence of changes in a page. The 
evaluation shows that SOLAR outperforms competing approaches and that the difference is 
statistically significant. 

For predicting change rates of web pages, an estimator has been developed that incorporates 
classification techniques (Naive Bayes and the C4.5 decision-tree classifier) to predict change 
rates from given features of a page. As for the features of the pages, we have investigated two 
different sets: features that are only available in online settings (the Web page itself is not 
available, but only its URL and its metadata) and offline settings (where the Web page is available 
as well).  

Mapping the archived pages to accurate timepoints and establishing reference points for versioned 
data collections allows the analysis of the coherence over time and the reconciliation of temporal 
differences across multiple archives. The key building block behind the semantic cross archive 
coherence is the named entities. The semantic cross archive coherence and reconciliation then 
can be defined numerically as the similarity between the meanings of the named entity or 
presented visually to the analyst. For the sake of comprehensibility, we have developed a 
visualization tool to analyze semantic coherence of named entities across multiple Web archives. 

 

Archive Interpretability 

The correspondence between the terminology used for querying and the one used in content 
objects to be retrieved is a crucial prerequisite for effective retrieval technology. However, as 
terminology evolves over time, a growing gap opens between older documents in (long-term) 
archives and the active language used for querying such archives. Language changes are 
triggered by various factors including new insights, political and cultural trends, new legal 
requirements, high-impact events, etc.  

The focus of third project year was (1) the development of an approach towards the automatic 
detection of evolution of word senses and (2) the evaluation of the quality of word sense 
discrimination algorithm developed in the 2nd project year in a large scale on modern and historic 
data sets, on Web archives and an assessment of selected term evolutions found in the 
collections. 

The LiWA Terminology Evolution Tracking Module (TeVo), uses word sense clusters as a starting 
point for terminology evolution tracking. Each term in a word sense cluster is associated to a local 
clustering coefficient, i.e., local curvature value. This local curvature value represents the terms 
interconnectedness within the local graph considering only the cluster members.  

A large scale evaluation of our methods has been conducted on “The Times” Archive (1785 – 
1985), the New York Times Corpus (1987 – 2007) and UK Gov crawls provided by Internet 
Memory (EA). Overall the results show that the used word sense discrimination algorithm can be 
applied to historic documents dating back to at least as far as to the 19th century. 

In order to make the results of the language evolution process accessible, we devised a web 
service which allows us to explore the evolution of a given term. 
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Applications 

Two applications scenarios have been developed in LIWA to illustrate the possible use of these 
technologies in real world scenario whose scope is wider than what LiWA specifically addresses.  

 

LiWA technology for content and context in Sound and Vision archive 

For audio-visual archives the Web is regarded as a valuable source for gathering contextual 
information that relates to their audio-visual collections. Context information is relevant for both 
documentalists, and also other users interested in a specific broadcast or a broadcasting related 
topic, such as journalists, teachers or researchers. Typically, these users have to use different 
interfaces for different sources to search these sources. Ideally, Sound and Vision (BeG) provides 
these users with a single interface that allows searching both the digital asset management system 
of the AV archive (iMMix) and related web content. The LiWA application Streaming demonstrates 
how potential end users (both broadcast professionals and the general public) could access 
broadcast related web content. In addition, the archived content will be used as test data for the 
development of the Sound and Vision context data platform that specifically addresses the linking 
of web context to the digital asset management system of Sound and Vision. Starting off from a 
mock-up created in the first phase of the project, the final working prototype of the application 
allows users to search an archived broadcast related webpages and play-back audiovisual. 

 

Social web application 

Social web sites typically contain highly inter-linked content and use dynamic linking, widgets and 
tools as well as high degree of personalisation. Capturing social web sites is extremely challenging 
and cannot be fully achieved using current methods and tools. Social web thus represents one of 
the greatest challenges in web archiving.  

The aim of the application is to show how the LiWA technology fits in the workflow of an active 
Web archiving institution by means of a "social web" archive to capture social web pages, 
messaging comments, links and embedded media. Hanzo developed plug-ins for capture and 
access to social media web sites, including Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. The modules can be 
readily integrated with existing Web archiving workflow management tools. A Web archiving 
institution can choose to deploy all of the modules or just some of them, depending on its needs 
and particular workflow. To evaluate the quality of the new plug-ins comparative crawls on selected 
social web sites have been conducted. 

 

Anticipated impact of results 

The most direct impact of the LIWA project results and of the capture, preservation, analysis, and 
enrichment services developed in this project is an overall improvement of the quality, 
comprehensiveness and accessibility of Web archives. These project results contribute to 
unlocking organizations' and people's ability to really master Web content - including its temporal 
perspective and dynamics. Furthermore, advanced Web archiving technologies, as developed in 
LiWA, clearly contribute to preserving Web content over time. The developed methods and 
technologies prepare Web content for long-term preservation by ensuring fidelity of the archive to 
the original content, improving coherence of the archived content and by taking provisions for its 
long term interpretability by developing methods for dealing with semantic evolution. 

In general, Web archiving technologies and their further evolution are important for many memory 
institutions. For memory institutions such as museums, which themselves create Web content as 
part of their service portfolios (e.g. virtual exhibitions), the use of technologies developed in LiWA 
eases the archiving of such content and opens up new ways of using the archived content (e.g. in 
later exhibitions, research, education, etc.). Other memory institutions, such as National Libraries, 
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have an explicit archiving mandate which also includes Web content. This results in an even 
greater impact of improved Web archiving technologies on such memory institutions. 

As a further impact of the project, the adoption of the LiWA services will enable institutions and 
companies involved in Web archiving to provide better services and richer service portfolios to their 
clients. This may also provide additional motivation for institutions with an archiving mandate, like 
National Libraries and Archives, to invest more eagerly and successfully in Web archiving 
activities, as the benefits and added value are clearer and achievable. 

 

More information about the project can be found on the LiWA homepage:  

http://www.liwa-project.eu/ 


